Decay of interspecific avian flock networks along a disturbance gradient in Amazonia
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Our understanding of how anthropogenic habitat change shapes species interactions is in its infancy. This is in large part because analytical approaches such as network theory have only recently been applied to characterize complex community dynamics. Network models are a powerful tool for quantifying how ecological interactions are affected by habitat modification because they provide metrics that quantify community structure and function. Here, we examine how large-scale habitat alteration has affected ecological interactions among mixed-species flocking birds in Amazonian rainforest. These flocks provide a model system for investigating how habitat heterogeneity influences non-trophic interactions and the subsequent social structure of forest-dependent mixed-species bird flocks. We analyse 21 flock interaction networks throughout a mosaic of primary forest, fragments of varying sizes and secondary forest (SF) at the Biological Dynamics of Forest Fragments Project in central Amazonian Brazil. Habitat type had a strong effect on network structure at the levels of both species and flock. Frequency of associations among species, as summarized by weighted degree, declined with increasing levels of forest fragmentation and SF. At the flock level, clustering coefficients and overall attendance positively correlated with mean vegetation height, indicating a strong effect of habitat structure on flock cohesion and stability. Prior research has shown that trophic interactions are often resilient to large-scale changes in habitat structure because species are ecologically redundant. By contrast, our results suggest that behavioural interactions and the structure of non-trophic networks are highly sensitive to environmental change. Thus, a more nuanced, system-by-system approach may be needed when thinking about the resiliency of ecological networks.

1. Introduction

Biological systems are often organized as networks [1–3] and while these networks are nearly ubiquitous, analytical approaches have only recently been applied to identify common properties and understand system-level dynamics. In its simplest form, a biological network can be represented as a graph comprising nodes (individuals or species) and edges (biological interactions). Network theory offers the ideal conceptual framework to understand the structural complexity of biological systems, because it provides metrics to quantify and interpret interactions at the level of individuals or species, and documents the properties of the system as a whole [4]. Ultimately, these approaches have advanced our understanding of a variety of complex biological processes and types of interactions such as mutualisms [5], trophic interactions [6], fitness consequences of social behaviour [7,8], disease transmission [9] and robustness of communities to extinction [10].

Networks of trophic interactions have been the focus of a substantial body of research [6,11]. The structure of these networks can be influenced not only by
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intrinsic traits of participating organisms (e.g. phenotype) but also by extrinsic characteristics of the environment (e.g. habitat heterogeneity). For example, habitat modification affects trophic network structure via changes in species richness and frequency of interactions [12]. Previous work has shown that most ecological networks are resilient to environmental change, but that the threshold at which a community collapses is dependent upon the degree to which species are ecologically redundant and the responses of keystone species to habitat loss [5,10,13]. While trophic networks have been fairly well studied, non-trophic interactions, such as the social mutualisms observed in avian mixed-species flocks, have received considerably less attention. Ultimately, by characterizing the roles that species play within ecological networks we can begin to understand the assembly of ecological communities [14], the predisposition for species to engage in non-random spatio-temporal aggregations [15] and how those ecological and evolutionary processes are influenced by environmental change.

Mixed-species flocks are among the most complex multispecies aggregations found in terrestrial vertebrates [16]. Some forms of mixed-species flocking occurs throughout the world, but few reach the temporal stability and interdependency of understorey mixed-species flocks in Amazonian rainforests. These flocks of insectivores have a year-round territory and consist of a core of eight to 10 obligate species, each represented by a breeding pair. The territories of these core species overlap in a flock territory of 8–10 ha [16–18]. Cinerous antshrikes (Thamnomanes caesius) play a nuclear role in these mixed-species flocks throughout the Amazon basin [19] by rallying individuals and giving alarm calls [20]. Up to 50 other species, mostly in breeding pairs, are known to join the core flock in varying periodicity [17]. Given that these flocks are often species-rich and exhibit both spatial and temporal stability [21], they represent an important component of the Amazonian understorey avifauna [22]. Flocks provide direct fitness benefits in participating birds, including improved predator detection and increased foraging efficiency [23], yet these benefits may vary by species and be strongly dependent upon habitat context and flock organization.

The Amazon provides an important setting to examine changes in interspecific avian interactions, because the area is subjected to substantial forest clearing which produces heterogeneous landscapes of primary forest (PF), secondary forest (SF), forest fragments, and interspersed roads [24]. These newly fragmented and regenerating Amazonian forests influence the dynamics [25–27] and diversity of avian communities [28]. Given that mixed-species flocks in the Amazon are largely forest dependent, they are highly susceptible to habitat disturbances. For example, most flock species avoid open areas, show reluctance to cross narrow roads [18], and often disappear in selectively logged forests [29] and small fragments [25,30]. Despite the detrimental effect of forest clearing on these species, depauperate flocks can still be detected in second-growth and small fragments [31]. To date, research on how mixed-species flocks change along disturbance gradients have largely focused on species richness and encounter rates (e.g. number of detections per unit time [32,33]), yet no studies, to our knowledge, have examined how habitat modifications influence interspecific interactions and the stability of flock structure.

Understanding how both species interactions and the subsequent structure of ecological networks change across landscape gradients are important because flocks can affect community dynamics and the fitness of participating species. To date, accurately characterizing interactions within mixed-species flocks has remained challenging because flock attendance is dynamic (i.e. many individuals join and leave a flock in both time and space). The analytical framework of network theory can advance our understanding of flock dynamics by characterizing changes at multiple levels of organization (species, i.e. node level and flock, i.e. network level). Here, we apply network theory to examine how individual species’ interactions and flock-level structure change across a heterogeneous landscape mosaic in the Amazon. First, at the species level, we compare how the number (degree) and frequency (weighted degree) of interspecific interactions within mixed-species flocks varied among PF, 100 ha fragments (100 ha), 10 ha fragments (10 ha), a mix of primary and secondary forest (PSF) and SF. Second, we examine how environmentally induced changes at the species-level scale-up to influence flock-level network properties. In particular, we characterize how the connectedness (the distribution of interactions) and cohesion (clustering of species) of flocks change across a landscape gradient. Third, we examine the relationship between vegetation structure and network cohesion as one possible mechanism for changes in social structure among habitats. Given the changes in flock structure among habitats, we also compared species attendance among habitat types to determine whether network differences were causing species disappearance or reduction in flock attendance. This work builds a framework for understanding how environmental heterogeneity affects the resilience of complex ecological interactions by examining the integrity and stability of flock networks across a habitat mosaic.

2. Material and methods

(a) Study site and data collection

The study was conducted at the Biological Dynamics of Forest Fragments Project (BDFFP) in central Amazonia, Brazil. Fragments were isolated between 1980 and 1990 during the settlement of cattle ranches [34,35]. Following initial clear-cutting, some areas were burned to create pastures while others were abandoned. Most pastures were inactive by the 1990s, allowing the matrix around the fragments to regenerate. A buffer of 100 m was cleared around some fragments from the early 1990s to the early 2000s, but these areas have regenerated as well. Different management histories have created a structurally heterogeneous landscape [36], with fragments of different sizes surrounded by SFs varying in structure and age.

Understory mixed-species flocks gather in the same location every day at dawn and move through their territory until about 13 min prior to sunset [17]. Flock activity is conspicuous, allowing birds to be followed on foot from a distance of 10–20 m. Importantly, the mixed-species flocks described here should be differentiated from those observed at army-ant swarms, which comprise solitary species that become spatially aggregated around a resource. We followed 21 flocks for at least 17 h each (mean = 42.1, max. = 121.4, min. = 17.1), totalling 693 h between March and November of 2010 and 2011. We recorded flock composition in 30 min time blocks, generating a total of 12414 species entries. A species was noted as participating with a flock if it was seen within 15 m of core flock activity for more than 30 min. To assess that we had adequately sampled flocks in each habitat, we constructed ‘sample-based’ species accumulation rarefaction curves using the program EstimateS [37] (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S1). Based on
flock sampling criteria, we also used the program EstimateS and the frequencies of species in the original sampling data to generate a non-parametric estimator of species richness (Chao II) [37,38]. Likewise, we estimated encounter rate as the number of times a species was detected corrected for total sampling time.

(b) Habitat and vegetation characterization
To measure flock territories, flock positions were recorded at 30 s intervals with a Garmin eTrex Vista HCx unit (approx. 10 m resolution). A quadratic kernel was generated using Geospatial Modeling Environment software [39], 99% isopleth was generated at 1 m resolution, 275 bandwidth at default scaling factor. Vegetation was measured using LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) canopy height models provided by Scott Saleska (University of Arizona) and Michael Lefsky (Colorado State University). We generated the zonal statistics for the vegetation located inside the isopleth (see the electronic supplementary material, table S1).

Flock territories were categorized in five habitat types: PF, if flocks used more than half of the territory in continuous PF; 100 ha, if flocks inhabited a 100 ha fragment; 10 ha, these fragments are only large enough for one flock territory; PSF mix, if flocks used more than half of their territory in degraded SF and patches of semi-isolated PF; and SFs, if a territory was exclusively in SF. Mean vegetation height was used as an indication of habitat structure and quality.

(c) Network and statistical analyses
We constructed networks for mixed-species flocks in all five habitat types. Based on species co-occurrences in each time block, we used the cumulative frequency of associations to construct weighted networks for each flock. Specifically, network edges were defined using species co-occurrences within sampling time blocks. As such, any species associated with the flock aggregation is by default associating with all species present in that sampling time block. Hereafter, we use the term ‘interspecific association’ to describe these interactions. Using spatial proximity to define network associations in this manner is termed the ‘gambit of the group’ such that all individuals within a spatial and temporal range will have reciprocal ties in the network [40,41]. Although, many species will appear accidentally in flocks, our threshold (30 min sampling time blocks) removes accidental species, which do not accompany the flock for more than a few metres. We chose not to apply filtering techniques to remove low-frequency co-occurrences, because we used weighted network metrics and were interested in how common and rare species influenced network structure across habitat types. Moreover, data from replicates of independent flocks within habitat types should produce more precise measures of network co-occurrence.

At the species level, for each flock, we calculated unweighted and weighted degree metrics using UCINET [42] and the R package net [43]. Degree is the number of edges (co-occurrences) one given species (network node) maintains with other species in a flock (i.e. species connectedness). Weighted degree is the sum of the frequency of interspecific associations for each node. Networks were visualized using R package ‘network’ [44]. We calculated the average network degree following [45], the degree distribution skewness using R package moments [46] and global weighted clustering coefficients following [47] using the tnet package in R. To ensure that interspecific associations and network structure could be differentiated from random, we used iterative permutation procedures (for methods and results, see the electronic supplementary material). Network metrics for replicate flocks were grouped within habitat type for subsequent analyses (see above).

We used a suite of analyses to examine the effect of habitat on species- and flock-level network properties. First, we looked at the response of species richness and encounter rate to habitat type. To examine how species richness (Chao II estimator) varied by habitat type, we used a GLMM (generalized linear mixed model) with flock as a random effect and habitat as a fixed effect. All GLMM models used Poisson error distributions and log-link functions unless otherwise noted (see below). To examine how encounter rate (detections per unit time) varied by habitat, we used a zero-inflated negative binomial mixed model to account for over-dispersion in the data. The residuals of all models were normally distributed and we compared the effects of habitat type with null models using likelihood ratio tests.

Second, we used GLMMs to examine how habitat influenced species-level network metrics (i.e. degree and weighted degree). Given that network data are not independent [48], we used flock replicates within each habitat type and included flock identity as a random effect and habitat as a fixed effect to explain variation in degree and weighted degree. To compare across networks in different habitats, we accounted for the number of possible species interactions and sampling time using a log ($n_t$ or $t$) offset [49] where $n_t$ represents the number of possible inter-specific associations within the network ($n_t - 1$, number of nodes) and $t$ represents sampling time. These corrections enabled us to compare networks with different number of species (nodes) and sampling effort, which is a common problem in network analyses [40]. Hereafter, we report the corrected values of normalized degree [50] and weighted degree (i.e. frequency of associations are corrected by sampling time). Maximum-likelihood estimates of $\beta$ coefficients and $p$-values for fixed effects from each model are reported.

Third, to examine how flock-level network properties varied by habitat type, we compare the distribution of species interspecific associations (degree distributions) using Wilcoxon sign-rank tests (see the electronic supplementary material). In addition, given that there was substantial variation in habitat structure among replicates (see the electronic supplementary material, table S1) we used least-squares regression to examine how a continuous measure of habitat, vegetation height, influenced flock attendance and cohesiveness as measured by weighted clustering coefficients. We used the base package of program R for regressions and lme4 [51] and glmmADMB [52] for GLMMs. Graphs were generated using ggplot2 [53].

Finally, we estimated changes in species participation by using detections within each flock. We used PF as the template for comparison under the assumption that it represents baseline flock species composition and attendance rates. To differentiate between species disappearance and decreased attendance, we compared presence/absence and attendance data from altered habitat (100 ha, 10 ha, PSF and SF) to those observed in PF. We used all possible pairwise combinations of PF flocks and those in other habitats. For example, the comparison of PF (nine flocks) and SF (three flocks) would generate 27 values. We report percentages of species that disappeared (if only one species was present in a determined habitat type) or decreased attendance (if both species were present in both habitat types) relative to PF. Because some novel species appear in certain habitats and other increase in attendance, reported values do not sum to 100%. The magnitude of change in attendance is reported as averages across flocks sampled in each habitat type where negative values represent decreases.

3. Results
We sampled 21 flocks across five habitat types with each habitat type receiving a minimum of 86 h (table 1 and electronic supplementary material, S1). Habitat was a good predictor of both species richness ($\chi^2 = 15.85$, $p = 0.003$) and encounter rate ($\chi^2 = 11.92$, $p = 0.017$) as evidenced by those models being better fit than null models (see the electronic supplementary material, table S1).
material, table S2). Species richness was significantly higher in 10 ha fragments than in intact habitats ($\beta_{10\text{ha}} = -0.56, p = 0.0003; \beta_{PF} = -0.48, p = 0.0001; \text{figure 1a}$). By contrast, more intact forest environments (e.g. PF and 100 ha) had higher encounter rates than 10 ha fragments and SF after controlling for sampling effort ($\beta_{10\text{ha}} = 0.88, p = 0.003; \beta_{PF} = 1.01, p = 0.0002; \text{figure 1b}$).

Models constructed to test for the effect of habitat type on interspecific associations showed that environmental heterogeneity influenced species-level network metrics. Specifically, models that included habitat were a significantly better fit than null models for both normalized degree ($\chi^2 = 22.28, p = 0.0002$) and weighted degree ($\chi^2 = 15.69, p = 0.003$; see the electronic supplementary material, table S3). Flocking species in PF and 100 ha fragments associated with a proportionately greater number of other species (normalized degree) than did species in degraded habitats (table 2 and figure 2a). Likewise, flocks in less disturbed areas also had a higher frequency of interspecific associations (weighted degree) than did flocks in degraded habitats (table 2 and figure 2b). Flock identity (random effect) explained only a small portion of the variance in our models, suggesting that results are consistent across habitat-type replicates.

Organization of flock networks differed across different habitat types (figure 3). A consistent group of core species, particularly Thamnomanes caesius, Xyphorhynchus pardalotus and Myrmotherula axillaris, was present across all habitat types, but the complexity of the network was far greater in PF than in 10 ha fragments and SF. An examination of cumulative degree distributions revealed habitat-specific differences in global network structure (figure 4). Networks in degraded forest habitats were composed of many weakly associated birds (low degree) with few well-connected species (high degree), which resulted in flocks with low median normalized degree and degree distributions with strong positive skew (i.e. long-tail to the distribution; figure 4c–e; electronic supplementary material, table S4). In comparison, networks in PFs and 100 ha fragments had a higher median normalized

---

### Table 1. Summary of sampling for mixed-species flocks in five habitat types at the BDFFP in central Amazonian Brazil.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>habitat type</th>
<th>n flocks</th>
<th>max. ht. (m)</th>
<th>avg. ht. (m)</th>
<th>sampling time (h)$^b$</th>
<th>attendance</th>
<th>no. spp.$^b$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>primary forest</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>45.7 ± 1.5</td>
<td>23.8 ± 0.35</td>
<td>304.0</td>
<td>851.9 ± 51.1</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 ha fragment</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>46.3 ± 1.3</td>
<td>21.4 ± 1.2</td>
<td>151.5</td>
<td>918.0 ± 60.5</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 ha fragment</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>45.0 ± 5.6</td>
<td>16.4 ± 1.8</td>
<td>134.5</td>
<td>717.3 ± 22.2</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>primary-secondary</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40.4 ± 3.7</td>
<td>16.8 ± 0.90</td>
<td>86.0</td>
<td>797.0 ± 19.9</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secondary forest</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>39.1 ± 5.5</td>
<td>14.4 ± 1.97</td>
<td>88.0</td>
<td>559.5 ± 121.4</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Total sampling time.

$^b$Cumulative number of species observed during sampling.

---

Figure 1. Mixed-species flocks showed substantial variation in both (a) species richness and (b) encounter rate across a habitat gradient in the Brazilian Amazon. Bars represent mean ± s.e. (Online version in colour.)
degree and weaker positive skew (figure 4a,b; electronic supplementary material, table S4). Differences in social structure at the level of the flock appear to be in part, driven by vegetation characteristics. Vegetation height was positively correlated with flock cohesion as measured by species attendance patterns ($r^2 = 0.37$, $F_{1,19} = 11.08$, $p = 0.003$; figure 5a) and global clustering coefficients ($r^2 = 0.50$, $F_{1,19} = 19.07$, $p = 0.0003$; figure 5b).

A comparison of presence/absence data and species attendance between disturbed and PF habitats shows that decreased attendance rather than disappearance is the primary driver of differences in network structure (table 3). Specifically, a relatively small proportion of species were absent in disturbed habitats (2–12%), whereas nearly half of species detected in both habitats decreased attendance rates (47–56%) relative to PFs. The magnitude of change was largest in the two most degraded habitat types (e.g. 10 ha and SF; table 3).

4. Discussion

Interspecific interactions in communities are an essential component of ecosystem function and have important implications for the ecological and evolutionary dynamics of species [54]. To date, research on trophic interaction networks has shown that habitat changes can affect interspecific networks, yet their structure is often resilient to habitat change because species are ecologically redundant [10,55,56]. Our results corroborate that the interspecific associations which comprise flock networks are also affected by habitat degradation. While little is known about the functional roles of species within flocks, our results suggest that flock social structure may be comparatively more sensitive than other ecological networks studied to date. Here, we document changes in species richness, encounter rates, species connectedness and the frequency of interspecific associations within mixed-species flocks along a habitat mosaic. Our results suggest that habitat modification and changes in vegetation structure alter flock attendance and subsequent interspecific associations resulting in reduced flock cohesion and stability. Given that mixed-species flocks host a diversity of understory insectivorous birds, these results highlight the potential negative impact of habitat alteration on the dynamics of species interactions.

(a) Species- and flock-level changes in network structure

Multi-species interactions form the basis of ecological networks, and changes in species presence or behaviour can have profound impacts on network structure and ecosystem function [57]. Research on food webs suggests that habitat
degradation tends to promote homogenization (loss of species) resulting in reduced network complexity and stability [12,58,59]. Our results, from a non-trophic flock network, corroborate the idea that extrinsic environmental features, like habitat, can affect interspecific social structure. At the species level, our results indicate that flocking birds in small fragments and degraded SFs associated with fewer species (degree) and did so less frequently (weighted degree) than individuals in intact habitats. Structural differences among networks at the level of the flock are best illustrated by habitat-specific degree distributions, which show the cumulative effect of changes in species associations across habitat types. In particular, the majority of associations in 10 ha fragments and SFs were driven by a few remaining core species, while associations were more evenly distributed across species in intact forest environments.

Our results also highlight that habitat configuration can influence patterns of species richness. Specifically, species richness was higher in some of the more degraded habitats than in large intact forests tracts. These results differ from previous studies in the old world tropics, which found decreases [32] or no changes in species richness [33] in mixed-species flocks along disturbance gradients. Increases in species richness in 10 ha fragments were not altogether surprising given the available habitat matrix and community composition. In particular, the proximity of fragment borders and SF probably enabled canopy and edge specialists to interact with understory flocks, thereby increasing diversity. Despite high richness and the addition of novel species in degraded habitats, species were encountered less frequently and had reduced flock attendance in 10 ha fragments and SFs. These results are consistent with the idea that flocking species are disproportionately affected by habitat disturbance when compared with other guilds [29,33]. Ultimately, increases in species richness do not appear to have meaningfully modified flock social dynamics.

Our results suggest that changes in flock attendance rather than species loss across the habitat gradient is probably driving changes in flock social structure. Differences in attendance may result from either reduced bird density in fragmented and sub-optimal habitats [29,60] and/or changes in propensity to join flocks [20,60–62]. Previous work in this system and our data suggest that these flocking species may have lower densities but are not completely absent in degraded habitats [25,63]. Comparisons of flock participation show that a large proportion of species appear to alter their behaviour by reducing flock attendance. Moreover, such changes in behaviour also suggest that the costs and benefits of flocking behaviour may vary with environmental context [32]. While we have no data on the mechanisms for decreases in flock attendance, we believe that arthropod prey abundance declines in more degraded environments [25,64,65]. Many permanent flock species are known to have specialized foraging niches, and a reduction in their food resource could increase space use, which might decrease flock attendance. Regardless of the mechanism, reduced attendance and subsequent changes in flock composition will influence the stability, cohesion and integrity of these complex multi-species interactions [66].

(b) Habitat and the consequences of changes in social structure

Flock cohesiveness within the network, as measured by weighted clustering coefficients, was positively correlated with mean vegetation height (figure 5c). Importantly, vegetation height is a good proxy for structural habitat complexity [67,68] as PFs and 100 ha fragments also tended to have greater vertical forest stratification than small fragments and SF. The positive relationship between vegetation height and clustering coefficients is best explained by two possible mechanisms. First, vegetation height could have directly influenced network structure if the number of interspecific associations within flocks is driven, in part, by structural components of the habitat. The documentation of strong vertical
stratification within Amazonian bird communities partially support this idea [69,70].

Second, vegetation height could indirectly affect network structure if predation pressure covaries with habitat type. For example, predator communities have been shown to drive flocking propensity and may vary across degraded tropical forests [71,72].

Figure 4. Cumulative degree distributions highlight differences in mixed-species flock network structure across a habitat gradient in the Brazilian Amazon. Pairs of histograms for observed and randomized networks show that degraded habitats are characterized by low medians and high skew while more intact habitats have higher medians and lower skew. Dashed lines represent the median normalized degree. (Online version in colour.)
Changes in network properties may influence individual performance of species whose natural history revolves around joining flocks. For example, reduced flock attendance may reduce predation avoidance and foraging optimality [60,73]. Flocks in highly disturbed areas were unstable, not lasting more than a few weeks, where pairs of *Thamnomanes caesius* were inconsistently present. By contrast, flocks in continuous forest are known for their long-term stability, even as individual participants disappear and are replaced [17,74]. Assuming that changes in flock network structure influence individual fitness, future work should focus on measures of fitness by gathering species-level data on foraging efficiency and space use, as well as community-level data on predator communities and resource distribution.

---

**Table 3.** The relative changes in the presence/absence and attendance from FF to degraded forest for mixed-species flocks. (Species were recorded as absent when detected in PF but not degraded habitats and decreasing attendance when detected in both habitats but in a lower relative proportion. Magnitude of change describes the average differences in encounter rate between primary and degraded habitats.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>habitat type</th>
<th>% spp. absent</th>
<th>% spp. decreasing attendance</th>
<th>mean magnitude of change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 ha</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>−3.79 ± 2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secondary forest</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>−5.75 ± 3.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>primary-</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>56.7</td>
<td>−2.62 ± 4.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secondary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 ha</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>55.1</td>
<td>−1.94 ± 2.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**5. Conclusion**

Forest clearing is one of the largest threats to biodiversity today [75]. In the Amazon, the impact of forest fragmentation on avian species is well documented [25,63,76], yet changes in behaviour, interspecific interactions and community dynamics are less well known. Identifying the mechanisms that disrupt ecological processes in human-modified habitats is an essential step in mitigating and conserving diverse tropical communities. Network analyses are a powerful tool for quantifying how trophic and non-trophic interactions and subsequent ecological networks change across landscape gradients, because they enable us to quantify the role that species play in community structure and function. Moreover, this approach is likely to be especially useful in the tropics because of the high diversity and subsequent complexity of interspecific interactions. Future research must move beyond simply tallying species lists and towards identifying mechanisms that alter species interactions and community function [12]. The results presented here advance our understanding of how non-trophic interspecific interactions and subsequent community structure change along a disturbance gradient. Ultimately, if behavioural interactions and the structure of non-trophic networks tend to be highly sensitive to environmental change, as shown here, a more nuanced approach may be needed when thinking about the resilienc of ecology networks.
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